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Oshkosh Truck Corporation designs and builds the toughest, most reliable, most technologically 

advanced trucks in the world. These vehicles have to perform in extreme conditions and face the 

toughest terrain on the planet. Our employees are the real power behind Oshkosh vehicles, and 

we’re looking for engineers who are ready for this kind of challenge. If you’ve got big ideas 

and stand by them, then we invite you to join us on campus. 

CAREER FAIR INFORMATION SESSION ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

SEPTEMBER 14, 2005 OCTOBER 11, 2005 OCTOBER 12 and 13, 2005 

ENGINEERING HALL UNION SOUTH 

11AM-—5 PM 7PM 

MEC NEE F V N INS / MATERIA E ( 

Send resume and cover letter to: 

Email: jobline@oshtruck.com 

Fax: 920-233-9268 

ll For more specific information and to apply, please visit our website at “a 

www.oshkoshtruckcorporation.com os mde =n 

Oshkosh Truck Corporation and its subsidiary companies offer competitive salaries, an excellent benefits program, 

and opportunities for ongoing training and growth. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities 

are encouraged to apply.
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EDITORIAL 

eee “Gaara 
is i sae 
Se pest 
ye _ | _ I took two courses this summer. The first was Afro-American Studies 156: Black Music and American 

aie fF | Cultural History, taught by UW-Madison's Professor Craig Werner. The second was Nonproliferation 
aie — _| __Issues for Weapons of Mass Destruction, a symposium at the University of Missouri. In retrospect, I'm 
ee p aoe | grateful the order wasn't reversed. 

ee cus | 
F ail 
| m | As Ihave argued in the past, I believe courses from both ends of campus can complement each other in 

¥ sophisticated ways. For instance, I certainly expected that my year of studying some history of science 

would have prepared me for a class on WMDs, and it did to a certain extent. Not long after I got to 
Ie OL Missouri, though, I found myself much more grateful for my newfound knowledge of black music than 
ye ae for my perhaps more applicable knowledge of Niels Bohr's idea of the complementarity of the atomic 

Waiting Editor bomb or Donald Mackenzie's commentary on the history of weapons testing. That's because, by the end 
of the first day of the symposium, I was in need more of emotional support than historical or scientific background information. 

Dr. Mark Prelas, director of the symposium, spent the first day inundating his audience with the grim realities of the world he's come 
to know as a state department WMD expert and de facto engineer/political scientist. Interestingly, the details he shared with us that 
first day had more to do with the looming energy crisis than WMDs per se, but that was definitely by design; Prelas's overriding 
emphasis for the course is that the demand for oil resources in an increasingly energy-starved world is a central political and econom- 
ic factor driving WMD proliferation. 

It was amazing to see a room full of engineers stricken with silence as the data about oil supplies, population growth, petroleum 
dependence and the limitations of nuclear and renewable energy poured over us. I felt buried and immobilized by hopelessness, and 
we hadn't even started talking about WMDs yet. 

By day two or three, I broke down and asked Prelas the question that had been circulating among the symposium participants. "How 
do you study all this day after day," I asked, "and not get, you know, clinically depressed?" He answered simply that he's an optimist 
by nature and that if we get together and work hard, we'll be OK. 

At first, that answer wasn't good enough for me, so I turned to my music collection, steeping myself in the soul music that has been 
my constant companion since my first week in Werner's class. Prelas's contention that everything would be alright carried far less 
weight with me than the more assured voices of Curtis Mayfield, Aretha Franklin and Marvin Gaye that night--and the subjects they 
were originally singing about were a lot more burdensome and immediate than anything I was dealing with. 

But in some ways, this incident illustrated some shortcomings in my understanding of both Werner and Prelas. The power of soul 
music, Werner had taught me, comes from the gospel impulse at its core. The assurance in the voices of soul singers reflects the 
strength they get from sharing their burdens with the community. 

But a similar process might give Prelas his assurance, too. As someone who has, for instance, witnessed the terrifying remnants of the 
Soviet Union's biological weapons program, Prelas's burden is by no means light. But he recognizes the breadth--not just the depth-- 
of the problems he studies. When he said we all needed to get together and work hard to solve the problems he'd been teaching us 
about, he didn't mean "we Midwestern engineers" or "we American diplomats." He meant people all over the world, nationalities and 
professions aside. From practicing conservation measures to fostering the kind of tolerance and social justice that may, someday in the 
distant future, diffuse the threat of WMDs, Prelas made it clear that everyone has a part to play if we're gonna make it through the next 
thirty years or so. 

Ihave a sneaking suspicion that someday, when I've become desperately frustrated with some part of whatever role I end up playing, 
T'll think back on his quiet assurance and be renewed by the presence of all the people struggling beside me. Some Marvin Gaye cuts 
will probably help, too, but now I see how that's pretty much the same thing. 
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By Bradley Groh 

any people have stereotypical "The story of my life has been life-long — of social issues and character development 
Mer: of engineers. They believe learning," Bradley says. "If you don't oper- are, in the end, just as important as learn- 

engineers are endlessly analyti- ate on the edge, then you don't know _ ing differential equations or computer pro- 
cal, but lack skills relating to personal where the edge is.". These sentiments gramming, according to Bradley. 
interaction; engineers are strong in math — echoed through his early development as 
and the physical sciences, but subjects such he renewed his focus in school and Bradley's renaissance in college education 
as philosophy and sociology are complete- attained his Ph.D. in materials science and _ and societal awareness sparked his interest 
ly lost on them; engineers believe in things engineering in 1985. His research in metal _ in leadership training and service learning. 
that can be seen, touched or measured, but casting provided his first opportunity to After years of research in innovative teach- 
put no value in external forces that cannot begin teaching in Madison in 1986. ing and learning methodologies, he was 
be quantified or observed easily. However, after several years of teaching able to attain a National Science 

courses in computer tools and applications, Foundation grant to implement the 
Fred Bradley, professor of materials science Bradley began to realize that something Engineering Projects in Community 
and engineering, transcends nearly every was missing from the classroom experi- Service (ePICS) program in 2000. 
conceivable engineering stereotype. Asan ence. So he started refining his role as 
instructor and mentor, Bradley uses many an educator. ePICS, offered as materials science and 
unique techniques to make his teaching = _________________ engineering 401, has evolved into a class 
more effective and provide enduring les- "If you don't operate on the that pairs students from many different 
sons to his students. edge, then you don't know majors with nonprofit organizations, with 

aol the goal of learning from and helping each 
The concept of personal discovery and where the edge is. other. Although there have been many 
learning through risk were important to -Fred Bradley changes in the classroom structure of 
Bradley from a young age. After dropping = __ePICS throughout the years, the core 
out of college his sophomore year, Bradley beliefs of learning through community 
embarked on what he considers the most "Up until eight or nine years ago, my teach- service, personal growth and controlled 
influential period of his life. At the age of — ing was fairly traditional," Bradley admits. _ risk taking have remained constant. 
19, he traveled to Europe with a couple of | "Education should be able to match the 
friends and began hitchhiking throughout _ times and needs of society.” "[Service learning] courses are very diffi- 
the continent. During this time, he worked cult to pull off," Bradley says. "Clients 
in a potato chip factory and in construc- In this time of uncertainty, Bradley honed _ have had pervious, not so positive, experi- 
tion. Although his travels proved to be in on what he believed was missing from ences with students. [Now], we're getting 
exciting, the ultimate lessons Bradley _ the engineering curriculum in general. An _ really good at what we do. It's this idea of 
learned through his European adventure engineering education, in his opinion, learning how to be adaptable. Things 
were the virtues of responsibility and self should focus on the concepts of calculated change every term." 
discovery. risk, personal development and life-long 

learning skills. Developing an awareness In Bradley's opinion, ePICS differentiates 
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itself by providing real-world urgency to — finds ways to interject instruction about Bradley has been able to emphasize the 
problems that would have otherwise — self awareness and community issues into importance of issues beyond conventional 
seemed like arbitrary work. every class he teaches. For example, engineering practices. 

Bradley's students may find themselves 
"You can try to incorporate group work or participating in meditation sessions, To Bradley, life has always been about con- 
teamwork, but what's really lacking is the watching a video relating to the problem of _ stantly redefining who he is and how he 
real-world problem solving. That's what increasing consumerism in America or approaches life. Although he may not fit 
makes ePICS great. It fosters a deeper hearing from a civil rights activist. the description of the typical engineer, the 
transformational experience for the stu- contributions he has made to student 
dents." Hae CLL LLL ZLibae | leaming have undoubtedly ‘prepared’ his 

Education should be able to pupils for more than just algorithms and 
The transformational experience of ePICS match the times and needs _ material properties. 
is not limited to the student body, however. of society." 
Bradley continues to be affected by his Fred Bradl His teaching style is unconventional. His 
unorthodox approach to teaching. Fre radley lectures are unpredictable. His lessons are 

profound. Fred Bradley is more than just a 
"I don't really consider myself a teacher," professor of materials science. He is a pro- 
Bradley says. "I'm more of a learning facil- _"[I stress] this idea of calculated risk; it's all fessor of life. We 
itator; a guide. Metaphorically, it repre- about learning and discovering your limits 
sents the European life adventure." in a safe way," Bradley says. His students Author Bio: Bradley Groh is a senior 

often reflect on their experiences in the majoring in civil and environmental engi- 

On top of coordinating this innovative form of "self-peer-team" evaluations. neering. He is also a member of the con- 
class, Bradley continues to teach required Under this format, students reflect on what crete canoe team and has been actively 

materials science and engineering courses they were able to accomplish, what they involved in ePICS for the past two semes- 
in computer technology. Although these learned and what they plan to do with that _ ters. 
courses are subject to a stringent set of knowledge in the future. With this learn- 
engineering learning objectives, Bradley ing approach in all classroom settings, 
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By Martin Grasse = = t 

tem cell research has received a great are adamant that embryonic stem cells, | Here at UW-Madison, stem cell research is 

deal of attention from the media, the compared to stem cells taken from adults, receiving more and more attention. There 
scientific community and even politi- have the greatest potential for research. are numerous foundations devoted to 

cians over the past few years. The disci- stem cell research, including WiCell, 
pline is exploding into one of the biggest. ———-——————————_ which is led by anatomy professor James 

new fields in biology, and its potential , Thomson, a pioneer in the field of embry- 
seems to be endless. Here at UW-Madison, At the Waisman Center, onic stem cell research. 
university researchers are making break- Zhang researches the mech- 

throughs that are leading the field around anism by which neural cells Another such organization is the Waisman 
the world. coy a ina Center, a complex of research facilities 

originate, or are "born" in the located near the UW Hospital on the west 
Most people may not realize that there are human nervous system. side of campus. The center opened in 1973, 

many different types of stem cells. They and its original mission was to conduct 
exist in almost every organ of the body as — __ research to further our understanding of 
the basic cells that develop into tissue and neural disorders. 
organs. For example, blood stem cells | Embryonic stem cells are harvested from 
develop into blood cells, and stem cells in discarded embryos in the very early stages Today, the Center has expanded to include 
the skin develop into skin cells. of development--between five and six many fields of research, including neu- 

days after fertilization--because the cells  roimaging, genetics, child development 
Embryonic stem cells, the subject of most must be "undifferentiated" to be of valueto and stem cells. The center is dedicated to 
of the public debates, are unique because __ researchers. Undifferentiated stem cells research that will help us "understand 
of their capability to develop into virtually _ are those that have not yet begun develop- | human development, developmental dis- 
any cell type in the human body. This char-__ ment into a specialized type of cell. abilities and neurodegenerative diseases." 
acteristic is the main reason why scientists 
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Su-Chun Zhang, assistant professor of | Motor neurons are some of the earliest €@ 
anatomy and neurology, is a leading cells to develop in the human body. This, 
researcher at the Waisman Center in the coupled with the fact that there is only a 
field of stem cell research. Zhang received small window of time available in which Fd ee a 

his M.D. in China at Wenzhou Medical embryonic stem cells can be directed to ye ql 
College and his Ph.D. in neurobiology at — develop into the motor neurons, formed 2 
the University of Saskatchewan in Canada. the root of the challenge that researchers £ * 
He has been at UW-Madison for almost faced before Zhang's breakthrough. “ 
nine years and has worked at the Waisman nm at : “ 
Center for four. en aE STS Se 

" 5 up 

Zhang is very optimistic about how ‘Embryonic stem cells can oe 
embryonic stem cell research will affect differentiate into any kind of a : 

science. cell in the body. The lo = ae 

"People already expect that stem cells will challenge iS getting the pe . te, N 

invade every field in biology and biotech- of cell that you want. lease ta : é 
nology," Zhang says. He adds that the -Su-Chun Zhang ele | g 

research has applications in everything Neat ieee ‘ S 
from understanding human devon ere ea. 2 é 
to deciphering gene functions. Through his research and in collaboration | ea y 8 

with other researchers, Zhang is develop- Ly y 3 
At the Waisman Center, Zhang researches _ ing structures of neurons and tissue that \ a 

the mechanism by which neural cells orig- —_ are very similar to the early human brain Su-Chun Zhang, assistant professor of 7 
inate, or are born’ in the human nervous and_ spinal cord. He hopes to increase anatomy and neurology, is a leading 

system. To do this, he uses both primate understanding, about how the nervous — regearcher at the Waisman Center in the 
and rodent embryonic stem cells. system begins development. field of stem cell research. 

Recently, Zhang developed a way to get The next step is to implant the motor neu- 
human embryonic stem cells to grow into rons into chicken embryos. Chicken 
spinal motor neurons, an accomplishment | embroys are good hosts for studying the Another possible use for embryonic stem 
researchers have struggled to achieve for cells because their nervous system devel- _ cells is that of drug screening to make sure 
quite some time. These neurons are essen- _ ops very quickly--within 24 hours of fertil- new drugs are safe for use on humans. 
tial to early fetal development; they are the _ ization. This allows researchers to model Zhang provided a very simplified explana- 
cells that act as pathways to relay signals __ the cell development much faster than is __ tion of how the cells can be used for this. 
and information from the brain to the rest _ possible in other species. 
of the body. "Researchers could derive neural stem 

In addition to its speed of development, cells, make them sick, and then add com- 

——= 7 the chicken embryo is pounds and determine which compounds 
ir =] very conducive to this help," he says. 

aaa research because it pro- 
—— ES : vides a very supportive This method of drug screening would be 

3 environment for cell advantageous because it does not involve 
regeneration. This allows human subjects, but would effectively 
cells to keep developing in _ assess how safe the drug is for human use. 

a { the foreign environment _ It could also be standardized and comput- 
ab >) Fin ep mA with a lower risk of rejec- _erized for greater efficiency. 

; ew " tion. 
J : ae | Despite the enormous potential embryonic 

(a fm ey 2 "Of course, our ultimate stem cell research holds, federal restric- 

yee ie. A es | goalis tomove ontohigh- tions on the number of lines, or types of 
Laer ~~ @ a j. | er species and eventually — embryonic stem cells, which can be funded 

|. cat ia | to human beings, but we with public resources limit researchers’ 
> — ig have to go one step at a__ options. Such restrictions are reflective of 

: ~ di \. time," says Zhang. He _ the great public debate that surrounds the 
eos. > . ues | elaborates that animal _ issue. Zhang, however, is optimistic. 

Dany, 72 testing "will never be the 
5 oaee - same," but that the proce- "The restrictions are not a big hindrance to 

See 4 4 dures must be tested and research. The federal government does not 
+> A al = " soe 1, : 

. 4 . = proven to be "safe, effec- specifically say that we can't do this, or we 
i 2 tive and efficient" before can't do that. It just says that taxpayers’ 

Xue-Jun Li views neural cells through a high-powered moving on to human tri- —_ money cannot be used to create new lines 
microscope. als. of stem cells," Zhang says. However, he 

. . 
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continues, "From a scientific standpoint, ae ment. Researchers often struggle with tim- 
we need to move on." # ing the sequence perfectly, as well as 

r developing the exact compositions of the 
In order to "move on," the bulk of funding chemical mixtures with which the cells are 

for new embryonic stem cell research must 7 i“ = treated. 
come from private donations. For example, 
early in the 2005 spring semester, the y Another major challenge is what Zhang 
Waisman Center received a donation of calls the "immunological issue," or the risk 

$1.2 million from the Michael J. Fox ms BP of the immune system rejecting the inject- 
Foundation. Zhang was very excited about - 4 ed embryonic stem cells. Researchers are 
this large donation, but explained that Ff 5 working on ways to convince host 
there is a downside to private funding. Seg 2 immune systems to accept the implanted 
Most sources of private funding specify in "4 : E stem cells. 
the terms of the donation that all or nearly y rae A, § 

all of the money be spent on the organiza- £°. ~ mast " < The current progress being made by 
tion’s particular field of interest, rather e Fas researchers such as Zhang in embryonic 
than allowing researchers to determine PR } : ‘ 2 stem cell research only scratches the sur- 
how to allocate the money. The Michael J. _ Xue-Jun Li, an assistant scientist in Su- _ face of the huge potential in the field. UW- 
Fox Foundation was no exception. It stipu- | Chun Zhang's research team at the UW Madison is fortunate to be leading the way 
lated that the entire donation be spent on Waisman Center, sits in front of a hood in this area. Indeed, when asked to com- 

Parkinson's Disease research. The result of | Where nutrients are delivered to the ment on the breadth of the possibilities 
such specificity is that other areas can be developing motor neuron stem cells. that the research holds, Zhang responds 
left behind while one area of research simply with, "You name it." we 
moves forward. Zhang, however, notes 

that researchers can often apply the break- "Embryonic stem cells can differentiate 
throughs made in one specific area to other into any kind of cell in the body. The chal- Author Bio: Marty is a junior from 
fields of embryonic stem cell research. lenge is getting the type of cell that you Woodbury, Minnesota majoring in biomed- 

want," Zhang says. In order to do this, the ical engineering. He is currently on a co-op 
Despite of all of the progress being made, —celJg must be exposed to certain chemical assignment at GE Healthcare in Madison. 

Zhang explains that there remain several mixtures at specific times in their develop- 
large challenges to researchers. First 
among them is the difficulty in getting the 
cells to differentiate correctly. 
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| BACK IN 
» 

Uy BUSINESS 
By Michael Verner 

chool is back in session and the UW- _ "Ford was one of several interviews Thad this __"I found it hard to get my act together for the 
Gisicn campus is alive with students __ spring," Hejny says. "When I heard back that __first career fair because I was still trying to 

ustling to classes. However, for many they were interested, I was ecstatic. They adjust to anew schedule and a full workload," 
young would-be engineers, the beginning of | made a very good offer with a lot of perks." Layer says. He continues that because he 
the school year is a busy time because of missed out with the recruiters from the first 
what's happening outside the classroom. The One of these perks was a stipend so that career fair, it was harder to land an interview. 
fall career fair is just around the corner, and —_ Hejny could find summer housing near their 
things are looking up again for UW-Madison Dearborn, Mich. headquarters. It might be | Other students, like electrical engineering 
engineering students. surprising to some that companies are going _ senior Greg McMahon, just haven't found the 

to such great lengths to hire interns, but — right offer yet. Because so many students 
In 2000, recruiting on campus was at an all _ Piacenza doesn't see it that way. were getting multiple offers, they could take 
time high. Ninety-five percent of undergrad- their time before making their final decision. 
uate engineers were finding employment "More and more employers are doing more 
before graduation. However, with the reces- hiring for internship and co-op positions," "I've received three offers and I'm waiting to 
sion of technology-based jobs in 2002, that — Piacenza explains. "They see it as an opportu- hear about a fourth," McMahon said at press 
number had dropped to as low as 75 percent. nity to have a three-month-long, or longer, time. "It's nice to have the opportunity to 
We're now climbing back out of that recession interview." Many of these companies will choose based on what kind of work I would 
and, according to Susan Piacenza, associate then offer students full-time positions when be doing for each particular company." 
director of Engineering Career Services (ECS), _ they graduate. In some instances, companies — However, because of cases like McMahon's, a 
the fall of 2004 was the strongest recruiting will even offer to pay for a student's remain- _lot of internship and co-op opportunities are 
semester since 2001. ing semesters in exchange for his commit- __ left unfilled. 

ment to the corporation when he finishes 
This past spring term, the career fair in school. While the current job market is encouraging 
January attracted over 100 employers—the to students, there are still things they can do to 
largest turnout ever. Companies such as — However, upperclassmen aren't the only ones improve their chances of landing a job, 
Amazon.com and Google.com came to _ benefiting from the career fair. Piacenza isalso Piacenza suggests. A strong GPA still says a 
Madison for the first time, as well as compa- _ excited by the high freshmen turnout. Many __ lot, but employers are now looking towards 
nies that hadn't visited in several years. Ford _ of them have also registered with ECS. extracurricular activities and leadership posi- 
Motor Company was one of the businesses tions that can differentiate a student from her 
that had a multiyear hiatus from campus; it "While they may not get hired as freshmen, peers. Involvement in UW-Madison clubs 
was back for the first time since 2002. Ford __ they are getting into the system and thusaleg and _ organizations can strengthen student 
scheduled over 100 interviews with students up on the competition next year," says resumes. These groups range from hands-on 
for several different positions. One of these — Piacenza. activities like Concrete Canoe and Future 
was with electrical engineering senior Robert Truck to student governing bodies like 

Hejny. The spring career fair was so successful that — Polygon. 
fy Pe ry , ECS decided to have a second smaller one 
ryt i¢ Areoy mai (Men) halfway through the term. This was the first | With all the opportunities UW-Madison 
—e po } ee | time they had done this. Piacenza said it was _ offers its students, it's easy to see why they are 

re is Fi | easy to put together because companies like so highly sought after by engineering firms 
= * oe ) s| §= Kimberly-Clark and Microsoft were more across the country. With the hi-tech job mar- 

. = ie “4h than willing to come back for a second look at _ ket back on the rise, it's a good time to be an 

, wa ( UW-Madison students. engineer, and an even better time to be a 

r \ \\s yD /) Badger. We 
i n\ Pr iN ‘ \ t\ "Companies know our [students] are well- 

| i L i ih ‘i , Y ss prepared and have a strong work ethic," 

RN Uae i Piacenza says. Author Bio: Michael Verner is a junior in elec- 
| ow } | | i le trical engineering from Eugene, Oregon. 

me! | Hk LCN | I % This midsemester career fair benefited stu- 
ae . ‘ | = dents as well. For instance, mechanical engi- 
of ‘ C4 & 8 neering junior Andrew Layer found the first 

Laura Yindra. and Jesse Zellner are. Cer fair frustrating because it was so early 

waiting in line for their moment to shine an the year. 
with representatives from major corpo- 
rations. 
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By Nate Holton 

ust as cellular phones have become as The next version of Wi-Fi created was 802.1la, twice the frequency of its predecessor. 
popular as land lines, wireless Internet is | which transfers 54 Mbps. However, this form | Combining the best of both worlds, 802.11 is 
on the verge of competing with tradition- _ is considerably more expensive then 802.11b _ able to transfer information at the same rate as 

al wire-based Internet. With the rapid spread because it transmits at 5.0 GHz, more than 802.11a while using the same low frequency as 
of wireless availability, it is only a matter of 
time before finding an Internet signal will be [I " SS SS | 
as easy as finding a signal for one's cell phone. las Pci f SS ae aS eee ee 

ee a= 
The future is definitely now for UW-Madison. Sa a eer i — ———— = Ses = : 

Engineers on campus are working on a new = Ss eS =~ | 

system called the 21st Century Network, ee : ee 
which aims to add wireless capabilities to each a : 

campus building by the summer of 2006. = SS e 

Wi-Fi, short for "wireless fidelity," is the sys- Se scene yre = 2 ie 
tem that handles wireless networking. Similar ¥ z 4 
to walkie-talkies, Wi-Fi uses radio signals to = s 

send and receive information through the air. 
The signals are broadcasted from an access 
point hardwired (physically connected) to a » 
network and travel to any devices that can ¥ F oo = 

read the signal. i hee Gali ia) 
~ j SARS 3 

The current forms of Wi-Fi are 802.11a, y J = 

802.11b and 802.11g, all of which were given i” i 2 
their lackluster titles by the Institute of a | 5 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). ~.. d , = 
The most widespread form is currently a = ——- —— 5 
802.11b, which was the first to hit the market. SS Bo - — 3 

While 802.11b is the cheapest method avail- a 
able, it is also the slowest version of Wi-Fi net- r 2 

working. This type of communication uses Poh Kit Wong, majoring in biochemistry, says that wireless Internet really helps 
signals that transmit at 2.4 GHz and can trans- her in doing research conveniently anywhere on campus. 
fer 11 megabits of data per second (Mbps). 
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802.11b. Though the 802.11b version is still _ Laptops are still generally more expensive and 
more common, most wireless networks are less powerful than desktops. However, the <a B 

also compatible with 802.11g. ability to work on one's own computer and 
use the Internet anywhere there is a wireless 

While Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, another form of hotspot has proven to be a big advantage. The F 
wireless networking, have each seen a huge _ freedom of a laptop will often entice students 4 
rise in popularity, their roles are separate and __to ignore the price and speed differences. f 
clearly defined. , 

"I've recently purchased both a PDA and a lap- i 
"Wi-Fi tends to be used for Internet access and _ top, and being able to do things like check my 
faster speed networking, while Bluetooth is e-mail and access class Web sites at almost 
used more for short range transmissions for any time or place that I want has just been 

' things like synching a cell phone with your an enormous benefit," UW-Madison sen- 
computer or synching a PDA [personal digital ior Patrick Hill says. A J 
assistant]," says Leo Langheim, a Do-It show- i rat 

room consultant. UW-Madison already offers many A Ri 
hotspots, all of which are within a U ee 

The future is definitely now for fe minute walk from any place on «)) eo 
- 7 campus. But with the increased AW? 

UW-Madison. Engineers on demand in mind, UW-Madison . a 4 ‘ e 

campus are working on anew — engineers are systematically going ihe i@ re 

system called the 21st Century fhroush the process of adding wireless capa- tee = * * bilities to each building in order to complete xe 
Network, which aims to add the 21st Century Network. pie : 

wireless capabilities to each Many Personal Digital Assistants are 

campus building by the To make a building wireless, engineers first do RBIS aT as ae ee 
a site survey. They place test access points Z aes t 

summer of 2006. throughout the area in order to determine Paired with the proper software, can 
 ovheeree permanent access points will need to allow a user to browse the Internet and 

be. This ensures the entire building is covered. check e-mail. Will the PDA become the 

Though using Bluetooth to access the Internet ultimate ‘portable:computer? 
is technically possible, it is not worthwhile to _ Of course, no two buildings are alike. Each is 
do so. Bluetooth transfers data at the tortoise- unique and needs a custom network to estab- 
like rate of 1 megabit per second, and config- __ lish an acceptable signal throughout the area. Capitol. Also, the Dane County Regional 
uring the necessary software and hardware The materials that the buildings are made out — Airport will soon feature wireless Internet 
would be a nightmare. While extremely of make a big difference in how engineers _ service provided by the city. 
handy in many situations, Bluetooth is no — design the network. For example, higher den- 
match for Wi-Fi for wireless Internet access. sity walls can impede the signal and force the The future is bright and the possibilities are 

engineers to install more access points. All in limitless for wireless Internet. Someday soon, 
When combined with a wireless card, now _ all, it is an arduous process. one will be able to access the internet from vir- 

typically built into the machine, portable tually anywhere. Though wire-based Internet 
devices such as laptops and PDAs can link to _"It's a fairly complex process for each build- revolutionized the way information is spread 
the Internet through an 802.11 radio connec- ing, requiring engineering, site surveys, and gathered, wireless Internet truly has the 
tion. Areas that offer these wireless connec- equipment configuration, equipment installa-__ ability to take it to another level. We 
tions are called hotspots. The demand for _ tion, electrical work, testing and monitoring," 
hotspots on campus is rising due to a large UW-Madison engineer Rusty Smith says. 
increase in the number of students who own 
portable devices. While the procedure of making a building or | Author Bio: Nate Holton is a senior majoring 

an outdoor area wireless takes a lot of work, in philosophy and mechanical engineering. 
"We've seen a huge increase in the amount of _ more and more communities around the Upon graduation, he plans to attend law 
people buying laptops versus desktops. You country are seeing the value of wireless net- school. Though originally from Milwaukee, he 
used to see probably 60 or 70 percent of stu- working. Philadelphia is currently in the _ is an avid 49ers fan. 
dents buying desktops. But now that laptops process of making their city wireless. In 
are getting into a more reasonable price range, | Madison, city officials are planning on build- 
we actually found that last year the amount of — ing access points that will service the area 
laptops sold during the back-to-school period — within a one-and-a-half mile radius of the 
was higher than the amount of _ = ’ os a-Si aT LLUE 

desktops," Langheim says. Siren 7 : -/iwireless.wisc.edu ; ate Yate See | 

e : | 

" : 
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ae 2 How one organization is helping 
i val n x > UW-Madison researchers patent their ideas 

~~. ° ° 
—_ and give back to the community 

By Michelle Desnoyer and Sarah Michaels 

ost undergraduates only specu- Eighty years later, WARF continues the | who have already had to deal with the 
Mi at what happens inside the cycle of helping UW-Madison researchers costs of research and prototype produc- 

tall building that shadows the _ patent their work and recycle a percentage __ tion. 
west side of campus. The answer to this of the profits back to the university. 
enigma is that the monolith houses the Because of this, WARF received the Not only does WARF cover the costs for 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation National Medal of Technology on March __ patents, it also helps researchers start their 
(WARF), a front-runner in the patenting 14, 2005. This award, given by President own companies. WARF has contributed to 

process at UW-Madison. Bush, recognizes the benefits from technol- many start-up companies including 
ogy to the country's economy, environ- GenTel BioSurfaces, ioGenetics and 

"The last three chancellors have said that ment and social well being. Lifegen Technologies. In supporting these 
WARF funds provide UW-Madison with a companies, WARF fosters the local hi-tech 
margin of excellence," says Andy Cohn, "The award recognizes WARF's many con- _ market. 

Government and public relations manager __ tributions to the field of university technol- 
at WARF. In fact, since its founding in ogy transfer, a process that is central to "We have been extremely fortunate. We 

1925, WARE has given $750 million back to _ delivering to the public the benefits of uni- have had several start-ups that have been 
UW-Madison to support new research. versity research," says Madeline Fisher, extremely successful and the majority of 
During 2003-2004 alone, WARF provided _ editor and writer for WARF. the rest it is too early to tell," Cohn says. 
$50 million to UW-Madison research. In 1999, WARF also started its own non- 

Typically, when researchers want to patent 7 ee 
WARE serves a pivotal role in the patent- _ intellectual property or new technologies, 1 l Cal ey 
ing of ideas and inventions of many UW- _ they have to go through years of costly sth ni ee 
Madison professors, staff researchers and __ legalities. This process could potentially Y Bei 
students. In 1923, UW-Madison professor expose the technology to the public, rob- 4 Sut 
Harry Steenbock discovered the benefits of | bing the researchers of their right to mar- 
irradiating food with ultraviolet light to ket the technology as they wish. 
increase vitamin-D content. This discov- 
ery made possible the prevention and WARF makes the patenting process easier 
elimination of rickets, a bone disease that for scientists and engineers by paying all 
affected children. the patenting costs and navigating the 

entire legal process that can be over- 
But to protect against the misuse of his | whelming for lone researchers. National ; 

work, Steenbock paid for his own patent patents cost up to $25,000, and foreign l 
and refused any personal profit. Instead patents often exceed $100,000. Covering 4 
he insisted UW-Madison establish a patent these expenses is a big help to researchers ; és 

management agency that would be able to EI ‘ | / 
reinvest any profits from the patent back i ba ; ped 3 
into ue the nee Several WARE has) been|responsiblejfon <= =|8 
administrators then created WARE, and patenting many, advances that have ae a 5 
Steenbock's DAtent the fitst to be had a major impact on the world, oa : > 

patent was the first to i Se lies ; 
liceagell ts commercial contpanics, including its first patent which helped la 2 

partes to eliminate the disease of rickets a i a 
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Image Copyright Dr. Young Nikas 
profit private research institute called ol Fisher has met many professors who are 
WiCell. WiCell provides funding for ih ¥ Pees: | passionate about their research. Xiauchun 
research with five federally approved at nig i ,- oe Li, a UW-Madison professor of mechanical 
embryonic stem cell lines. i me re i *te fis engineering, has done extensive 

’ e " a O° pe pe. research with lasers and has discov- 

Fisher describes the WiCell stem * vi! Aha = Mowe Wh, ie ered a way to use them to thinly 
lines as the "gold standard of stem gi eat Aor al oe 4 eet a slice cheese. He is just one of the 

cell lines.” ¥ “aa A pie) Weer a! many researchers WARF aids in 
¥ “ares ae, at ets the patenting process. We 

WiCell also provides training for ; ote) wages ace ese 
the researchers working with ‘ ‘ae A Aer, 
these stem cell lines, which require =. e os T - . ; b ti Author Bios: 

care to prevent unwanted differen- } meee ede ies i WG ag Sarah Michaels is a junior majoring 

tiation. Scientists need to be able to co age vee Me ee in English literature. This is her first 

control cell differentiation for research Yo rat ; rear semester writing for Wisconsin 
in areas such as Alzheimer's and cy ge aa ae Engineer. Michelle Desnoyer is a senior 

Parkinson's Disease. WiCell not only itty oy studying English, | political science, and 
grows and maintains these lines, it also technical communication. She graduated 

distributes them worldwide to other stem in May, 2005. 
cell research firms. Stem cells like these are grown by 

WiCell, which currently distributes five 

stem cell lines worldwide. 
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HOW DOES AN ENGINEERING COMPANY ¢ t u a € nt loa n & 
IMPRESS POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS we ew wae . 

WITH THEIR TALENT? It pays to choose UW Credit Union. 

oo 

Red Stag Engineering has been] ——o aia i 

doing this for 43 years the hard way. ie sap) = . , i “2 
We have proven conclusively that not aaa ene, | 7 x # 

only are we excellent engineers but (gral - 
the reaction of our customers has (eae eae f 
given us a long-term acceptance that |RN) ites imams) = " 
we have enjoyed. Why don’t you give faNt 4 \e > 
us an opportunity to prove to you that See 
we are like no other engineering com- 

pany that you've ever worked with. Open your Student Loan from UW Credit Union using 
Lender Code 818611 and get all these benefits: 

* Manufacturing Haudraulic Presses To 6000 Tons - : 

* Automation, Robots, Complete Cells * 2.0% rate reduction after 36 consecutive on-time payments. 

* Tooling, Design, Transfer, Progressive, Deep Draw * 0.25% rate reduction when you sign up for auto-pay. 

* Press Rebuild - New Press Controls ¢ Superior customer service and fast check disbursement. 
¢ INTELLIGENT Hydraulic Cushions 
* Die Carts - Q.D.C. Systems We've been serving UW students for over 35 years. 

_ Weld like to serve you, too. = 

Red Stag Engineering & Automation, Inc. a a 
E3356 Mountain View Lane - Waupaca, WI 54981 . eet Gh Teenie ; ; \ l Vl ay "Ph: (715) 258-5074 ~ Fax (715) 258-5242 Hi core a9) 

_ E-mail: redstag @ waupacaonline.net ® “Ors Credit 
www.redstag.com uwcu.org * 6082325000 © 800-533-6773 nion 

eee Serving families i : fA Universal Roofing Co., Inc. 

(Gp, inthe Madivon eT Smart investing 2 
2 “7 COMMERCIAL 

wate . Por Be INDUSTRIAL 
AEARNIN Featuring a 32 acre campus, ibe Consirocdoa b oat aptamemnents 

three age appropriate playgrounds Asay ata] + EPDM Single-Ply Rubber Roofing 
and a new facility! LET’S GET STARTED. y al + Asphalt Bultt-Up Roofing 

* Shingles & Modified 

= “3 ’ + Maintenance & Repair Contracts Avail. 
Campus for Kids offers quality care for I ' 
children ages 6 weeks through 12 years. ff | sete A WeliecLace 

We believe in combining the best in early , 1 i 
education philosophy with Christian values to THOMPSON 
create a nurturing environment for your child. INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LL 838-2528 

1-877-886-5777 RCN 
4905 E. Buckeye Rd, Madison -- 608.221.1529 THOMPSON > com 4 438-4621 

www. campusforkids.com : Y FAX 838-0789 
> = 2887 Highway MN Stoughton, Wi 53589 

WISCONSIN DRYWALL DISTRIBUTORS Proud Supporters of the 

Wisconsin Engineer Graduates! 
Delivery & Stocking of Drywall Material 

Sheet Rock & Joint Compounds Insulation from 

& Steel Studs 60 Foot Boom Trucks 

Delivery in Madison Ce ECE 
and surrounding area PUBLICATIONS 

6. peel ” 
4701 McFarland Ct McFarland.......608-838-0731 for all your advertising needs 
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By Emily Niebuhr 

mog tints nearly every city postcard of The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Not only will the new restrictions allow resi- 

Los Angeles like an old photograph has been working hard to buck pollution dents to breathe more easily, but these regula- 
browning around the edges. Although trends by targeting emissions from diesel _ tions could also have a significant impact on 

that city has long been associated with poor engines, the source of 30 percent to 50 percent _ the types of cars sold in America. Although 
air quality, more and more Americans are Of particulate sulfur in cities. To lower diesel _ diesel engines are much more efficient than 
starting to discover pollution problems in _ pollution, the EPA has mandated that by 2007 gas engines, American manufacturers pro- 
their own backyards. Aside from tarnishing all oil refineries must produce cleaner fuels, duce many fewer diesel-powered vehicles 
scenic views, the increasing emission of par- and all vehicles that use diesel engines must _ than gas-powered ones. The higher levels of 
ticulate matter poses a serious health risk as _ emit sulfur particulates at levels less than or _ pollution and the unpleasant odors due to the 
the incidence of respiratory illnesses continues equal to 15 parts per million (ppm). fuel has cemented the diesel engine's unpopu- 

to rise across the nation. larity in the United States. But the new EPA 
regulations requiring the manufacture of 

Tk cleaner, more efficient diesel fuels have the 
iD potential to tip the scales. 

F ui f | j 
, vy i Can what fills you up fuel 

ay F ‘ rs i your car? A look at the 
Me et EY a fo ae . . . mth a ; r. c: impacts of innovative fuels 

dB ed ji | Te on the automotive industry. 
&, id sa iH A. | vO mt id) Z. 

| Bi N a Ww While few Americans outside of truckers or 
i E 3 farmers use diesel fuel, Europeans have relied 

B _ on diesel as their main fuel source for many 

i in years. Fuel prices two to three times higher 
f ! lj than the American rates have motivated 60 

| \ 4 ra percent to 70 percent of European car owners 
= i g _ to use the more efficient diesel engines. This 

I Bie = prevalent use of diesel fuel has encouraged 
pa iy a & — more stringent requirements on fuel emission 

ea wy 2 and manufacturing. Europe has already 
ERE Ste = achieved sulfur emissions of 15 ppm or less for 

oe " over five years. 

aa é 
Rolf Reitz, professor of mechanical engineering at UW-Madison and part of While under European governments the 
Wisconsin's Engine Research Center (ERC), is shown here in his laboratory. diesel engine has flourished, poor govern- 
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mental planning has limited their availability problem by plugging their cars into an electric | One appeal of biodiesel is that companies can 
in America. The government originally regu- outlet at night, a practice which is already a_ derive it from a variety of sources ranging 
lated the amount of emitted particulates from _ necessity for some gas consumers in northern from soybeans to recycled products. 
engines without placing sufficient require- states. According to the County of Ventura 
ments on oil refineries to make clean fuels.§_§ ————HHH_________ Environmental & Energy Resources Division 
This made it nearly impossible to make a “They ran into some issues Web site, Biodiesel Industries based in Las 

good diesel engine that could meet EPA stan- . ‘ . Vegas has even converted left-over cooking oil 
dards and compete with the cleaner burning, in the earlier Cars where it from local restaurants and casinos into 
better smelling gasoline engines. would smell like you were biodiesel fuel. 

driving behind a french 
In addition to difficult restrictions, the auto fryer." Like diesel, biodiesel fuel is still undergoing 
industry also had to tackle the public's nega- ; - constant modifications to appeal to the con- 
tive perception of diesel engines. Poorly -Brian Sullivan sumer, although biodiesel has had its own 
designed engines and their reputation for _ —— NN — UNIque set of problems. 
being noisy and dirty have stifled consumer 
interest in the past. In addition to low-sulfur fuels, scientists are "They ran into some issues in the earlier cars 

looking for fuel additives to meet government — where it would smell like you were driving 
"The United States has been a very slow mar- requirements on particulate emissions. One _ behind a french fryer," Sullivan says. 
ket for diesel engines. There hasn't been much _ such additive is biodiesel. Biodiesel already 
interest in them partly because of the bad rep- contains oxygen, a necessary component for — The implications of the EPA's new regulations 
utation carried over from some attempts in fuel combustion, so fewer injections of oxygen __ stretch beyond simply improving air quality. 
the '80s and '90s. Despite the potential gain in are needed. The American Automotive Industry is trans- 
efficiency, relatively few customers wanted to forming as these regulations encourage scien- 
deal with the lack of refinement when they — "If the oxygen is already in the fuel, which is _ tists and engineers to experiment with inno- 
could opt for a smoother gas engine," accord- _ the case with biodiesel ...a very small amount __vative fuel compositions and engine designs. 
ing to Ford employee and UW alumnus Brian of oxygen in a fuel goes a long way toward Wwe 
Sullivan. reducing particulates," says Rolf Reitz, pro- 

fessor of mechanical engineering at the UW- Author Bio: Emily Niebuhr is a junior majoring 
But with recent anxiety about depleting oil | Madison. in atmospheric and oceanic sciences. 
supplies and the rising prices at the gas pump, —_ 
Americans are starting to re-think their pre- 2 ® Fo plan g | 
conceptions. Diesel engines are attractive to la 
the efficiency-conscious consumer because = V7) 

they can operate in some vehicles at 40 to 50 — w L al i i ‘id 4 i . 
miles per gallon, a significant increase from | ae! linen \ hs ae i? : f ; 
the current average in the 20s for cars with gas era D7 al - ii 
engines. Also, the introduction of hybrid cars Lo] i x | 5 | a a A A 

has made Americans more receptive to alter- ae & a ~w = a A 
native and more efficient methods of power-  \ ih < a 
ing vehicles. b')\ | : nt gs 

UW-Madison is taking a lead in switching its \ . | F | Ee | 
diesel engines to cleaner diesel fuel a year ‘ A yr xa 
before the EPA law mandates the change. 4 i Karl 
Starting in 2006, the University will use low- : = a | | 4 
sulfur diesel fuel containing 20 percent 4 7s +— 0 | - a 
biodiesel in University vehicles, according toa ’ 5 f a. Ea 
University news release. The new fuel mix . oi 1 

will allow university vehicles to have even A ° ane ’ { e 

better emissions than the law requires, setting . ee 
a precedent for other diesel consumers. i ° i 4 

.—hU[Ls / s 
Although the availability of cleaner fuels will i \ en x 2 

solve many current U.S. diesel engine prob- yee) bss 5 
lems, engineers still face many difficulties in f Sm 2 

making diesel a viable option for the average Pe pee | i 5 < 

consumer. The properties of diesel fuel pose : 2 
potential challenges for the northern half of ae on £ 

the country. As the temperatures drop below _ Reitz and his students are currently working on developing advanced computer 
freezing, diesel fuel can gel and make starting models for fuel injected engines, as well as performing experiments using a sin- 
a vehicle nearly impossible once it has been gle cylinder research diesel engine. Shown here from left: Patrick Thomas, Ryan 
turned off. However, consumers can solve this Nevin, and Bill Hardy. 

—_—————— — ee 
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Just One More 
The Finest in Eclectic Humor 

IT WAS ALREADY TOO LATE WHEN JIMMY 
REALIZED HE HAD FORGOTTEN TO 
CONVERT HIS UNITS BACK INTO THE 
METRIC SYSTEM. - 
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Engineering & Manufacturing 
AYRES Lak ARDS ENGINEE Lis 1323 B Everest Avenue 
as EN CONSULTANTS, LLC Schofield, WI 54476 
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7665 N. Port Washington Rd. E-mail Schofield@nahydro.com 

Jamie L. Meyer Suite 103 | For All Your Hydropower Generation Needs 
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Utility Engineers 15 NORTH PINCKNEY STREET 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

53703-28 
j i TELEPHONE 608-255-9370 Vicki Romenesko, P.E. Nationwide Leaders in FACSIMILE 608-285-9378 

—e_—_o— ee eee _ * 7, ‘ . Si . E-MAIL MJC@COLLINS-LAW.NET Substation & Transmission Line Engineering 
213 Jackson Street (608) 644.1502 
Sauk City, WI 53583 FAX (608) 644-1602 Madison, Wisconsin MICHAEL J. COLLINS 
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Joel Sather TRARRIC (262) 797-9097 
President oO TRAFFIC FAX (262) 797-9098 

STEPHEN J. EISENBERG FILTERFRESH. ENGINEERING (800) 336-9097 
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Welcome Freshmen! 
| 

| | | | | | | | | 

| | On behalf of Wisconsin Engineer, welcome to the 
| University of Wisconsin! The fact that you’re here shows 

| | your motivation to learn and an insatiable desire to have 
| | | fun --two qualities our magazine is eagerly seeking. If 

| you are interested in writing, photography, designing lay- 
| | | outs, or business, and would love to meet fellow students 

| | ranging from freshmen to grads, then we would like to 
| | invite you to join our staff! . 

fj) We have positions in: www.wisconsinengineer.com 

! | exe 
| | e . ] 

Writing No experience necessary! 
| ° Photography 0 stud ' 

| e Production pen toa or ents! | 2 

| | e Advertising Earn credit! { 

| | e Business : 
e Web Design | 1 
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